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The mechanics of competition involve perception and reaction to competitor moves. Both incur delays
that can be reduced by digital systems. Using system dynamics and the Red Queen paradigm, we
modeled the impact of IT investments on response delays and business value, with the following results:
(a) value has signiﬁcant transient components; (b) value depends on investment level and the relative
delays of competitors; and (c) relative delays affect the ﬁrst-mover advantage. These results show that
when assessing the value of IT investments, it is important to consider (a) the temporal pattern of
beneﬁts, not just their total magnitude, and (b) the impact of ongoing moves by competitors.
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‘‘The ability to learn faster than your competitors may be the only
sustainable competitive advantage.’’ - Arie de Gues, Former
Director of Corporate Planning, Royal Dutch Shell
‘‘An organization’s ability to learn and translate that learning into
action rapidly is the ultimate competitive advantage.’’ – Jack
Welch, former CEO General Electric

1. Introduction
Consider the battle between FedEx and UPS for the overnight
package-delivery market [62]. UPS historically had lagged behind
FedEx in its use of information technology (IT). In 1989, over a
period of several months, UPS made a major investment to upgrade
its systems to FedEx’s level. Subsequently, UPS surpassed FedEx
with the introduction of its handheld Delivery Acquisition
Information Device (DIAD), which integrated with its Maxitrac
system. FedEx would not introduce its own version of the Maxitrac
until 1993. In November 1994, FedEx was the ﬁrst to use the World
Wide Web to offer an online package tracking service. Six months
later, UPS introduced the same service. In March 1996, UPS
introduced its complete Web-shipping service. One year later, a
similar FedEx service was introduced. During the mid-1990s,
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FedEx and UPS targeted warehousing and logistics services. The
systems that FedEx designed for this application attracted bigname customers such as National Semiconductor and Laura
Ashley. UPS was not sitting idly by and was implementing a
similar solution, but its system was still two years behind that of
FedEx. In fact, 1992 was the ﬁrst year in which UPS spent more on
IT than on transportation assets. These actions by two competitors—FedEx and UPS—illustrate some important aspects of how the
business value of IT is realized by a ﬁrm in a competitive
environment. First, value is not realized instantaneously, but over
time, usually an appreciable period. Second, during this period,
competitors usually do not sit idly by. They respond with
countermoves, which can diminish the beneﬁts realized by the
ﬁrm.1 Third, the speed with which competitors can respond to each
other plays a crucial role in the realization of business value from IT
investments. Last but not least, the business value of IT
investments is determined only over the course of many iterations
of ﬁrms observing and reacting to competitors, or what the
strategy literature calls the Red Queen Theory2 [22], referring to
Lewis Carroll’s Through The Looking Glass [9], in which Alice notices
that she appears to be stationary even though she is running a race.

1
In an early paper in this journal, Feeny and Ives [24] develop qualitative
guidelines to help senior executives assess the long term value of IT investments,
and mention the importance of considering competitive responses.
2
Variants of the Red Queen Theory also appear in the biology [68] and economics
[53] literature in that they follow this ‘observe competitive environment and then
respond’ paradigm in an evolutionary process.
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The Red Queen’s response is that Alice must be from a slow world
because in a fast world, one must run just to stay still.
To see the consequence of response delays on business
performance more clearly, consider a market in which two ﬁrms
A and B each sell a similar compact car. They each have a 50%
market share at time T = 0. Let us say that at T = 10, A unveils a new
engine with double the fuel efﬁciency of the old engine. If we make
the unrealistic assumption that B can instantly perceive and react
to A’s move, B will immediately introduce a similarly efﬁcient car
and both A and B will continue to enjoy a 50% market share.
However, imagine that B takes three time periods to perceive what
A did and another ﬁve periods to improve its own engine in
reaction to A’s moves. During these eight periods, A will drain off
market share from B, and even if B manages to equal A in terms of
fuel efﬁciency, it will not win back the lost market share. Thus, the
equilibrium outcomes for A and Bare very different when
perception and reaction delays are considered. What if B improves
its engine to be better than A’s engine? A must ﬁrst perceive this
difference and then react to it. Again, both steps will involve delays,
during which B may recover some market share. Now assume that
instead of taking ﬁve periods, B can react to A’s move in three
periods. Could B then beat A over the long run despite not having
been the ﬁrst mover? Even if B cannot beat A but can minimize its
loss in market share by reacting quickly, what then is the business
value of being able to react faster? Would A and B run faster and
faster simply to stay in the same place, as the Red Queen said to
Alice? Deducing the dynamics of competitive outcomes quickly
becomes complicated when one considers that perception and
reaction are phenomena that involve substantial delays.
Given the signiﬁcance of delays in competitive responses, it is
not surprising that organizations have made substantial investments in IT to help reduce these delays and make themselves more
agile [41,47]. The focus of this paper is on presenting an approach
to quantifying the business value of IT investments targeted at
improving organizational speed. In doing so, it also addresses two
issues that have not been studied extensively in the literature on IT
business value: (a) the presence of signiﬁcant transient patterns
and thus, the need to understand both the timing and the total
magnitude of their beneﬁts; and (b) the impact of ongoing moves
and countermoves by competitors on the realization of IT value.
The relationship between digital systems and business value is
complex and multifaceted. This study helps to reveal one aspect of
that relationship that stems from the non-instantaneous nature of
competitive responses. At this point, it would also be worthwhile
to pause and recognize additional important facets of IT business
value such as governance and alignment [6,7,55]. To consider all of
these multiple facets, standardized best-practice frameworks have
evolved to combine them in a systematic and comprehensive
manner when evaluating a speciﬁc IT investment opportunity.
Examples of such frameworks include COBIT, of which Val IT is a
part, and ITIL [16,33,69].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
reviews the IS (information systems) literature on the business
value of digital systems under conditions of competition, the
competitive dynamics literature on response delay, and the impact
of digital systems on perception and reaction delays. Section 3
presents our system dynamics model of competition. Section 4
presents the experimental results and Section 5 discusses their
implications.
2. Literature survey
2.1. The business value of digital systems under competition
There is extensive literature, albeit with mixed ﬁndings, on the
impact of IT investments on ﬁrm performance. A variety of
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theoretical and empirical studies have analyzed IT value at
different levels of aggregation. A comprehensive review and
conceptual classiﬁcation of this body of work from the recent past
may be found in Melville et al. [45]. However, although this
literature is substantial, only a relatively small proportion of it
explicitly considers the impact of continuing competitors’ actions
on the temporal pattern and magnitude of value realized from IT
investments. For the purposes of this paper, we limit our review to
a sample of studies from this segment to identify methodologies
and common assumptions. Demirhan et al. [21] investigate IT
investment decisions in a competitive market under declining
costs. They develop a sequential duopoly model and ﬁnd that
declining IT costs intensify or relax competition, depending on
whether ﬁrms serve quality- or price-sensitive markets. Thatcher
and Pingry [67] develop a series of two-stage duopoly models of
quality-price competition and a series of monopoly models of
quality-price choice to examine the impact of IT investments on
ﬁrm proﬁt, ﬁrm productivity, and consumer welfare. Quan et al.
[50] propose a duopoly model to study the impact of investments
in digital systems on ﬁrm performance and productivity under
competitive conditions. They show that the magnitude of beneﬁts
is a function of market sensitivities to the price and quality of the
products and services offered by a ﬁrm and its competitor.
Interestingly, Loukis et al. [40], using ﬁrm-level data from Greek
companies, ﬁnd that external competitive conditions induce
companies to utilize their IT investments more effectively,
resulting in the realization of higher business value from these
investments. Tan et al. [65] investigate the word-processingsoftware marketing war in South Korea using a game-theory
approach and suggest several reasons why the new entrant was
able to overtake the native incumbent and become the market
leader. Although the previous articles primarily consider twoparty games, researchers outside the IS area have developed
methods for efﬁciently representing multi party-games and
algorithms to ﬁnd equilibrium solutions in special cases such as
single-stage tree-structured games [35].
The strength of these studies is that they explicitly consider the
actions of competitors in determining the business value of digital
systems, which is appropriate given contemporary business
environments. At the same time, modeling techniques assume
that key competitor actions and market events are instantaneous
when in reality, they are not. For instance, in a two-period game,
participants are usually assumed to make their moves instantly at
the beginning or end of a period. Similarly, customers are assumed
to perceive a price/quality change instantly, again at the beginning
or end of a period. This assumption of instantaneous behavior is
perfectly appropriate when actions/decisions take a short amount
of time relative to the overall duration of a game and when the
emphasis is on analyzing equilibrium or steady-state outcomes
[27]. However, although equilibrium analysis is important and
very informative, it is also evident that a game-theory approach
would have limited ability to explicitly model delays in competitive responses or deduce the nature of the transient behavior that
precedes equilibrium. Accordingly, a game-theory approach is a
less attractive candidate to analyze the business value of IT that
aims to reduce competitors’ perception and reaction delays and
make them more agile.
We conclude this survey by mentioning three articles that
represent a class of studies that do not explicitly consider
continuing competitor actions but do examine the impact of IT
investments on a ﬁrm’s ability to respond swiftly to changes in its
environment. Altschuller et al. [1] examine whether IT investments
improve a ﬁrm’s ability to rapidly sense and respond to its
environment by analyzing ﬁrm performance during periods of
industry turbulence. Although speciﬁc competitor actions are not
explicitly considered, those authors do ﬁnd that IT investments
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improve ﬁrm agility only in industries with unanticipated growth.
Zain et al. [76] use structural-equation modeling to analyze the
relationship between technology acceptance and organizational
agility by surveying 329 managers of Malaysian ﬁrms. Again,
speciﬁc competitor actions are not considered in the analysis,
agility is assessed based on managerial perceptions, and the
technology-acceptance model is used to assess organizational
assimilation of technology. Roberts and Grover [52] examine a
speciﬁc form of organizational agility—i.e., that of being able to
respond quickly to customer-based opportunities for innovation
and competitive action. They use a two-stage research design in
which 1, 200 marketing executives were sent surveys, resulting in
188 usable responses. They ﬁnd that Web-based customer
infrastructure improves a ﬁrm’s customer-sensing capability,
whereas internal systems integration improves a ﬁrm’s customer-response capability. Although these studies do not explicitly
capture the mechanics by which IT investments improve an
organization’s agility, and therefore the impact on response delays,
their value lies in identifying attributes of an organization’s IT
infrastructure that are positively associated with agility. In doing
so, they help us to gain a better understanding of the underlying
mechanics of agility, which in turn enables us to make IT
investment decisions more conﬁdently.

text and web mining, visualization and associated organizational
processes [5] and the availability of commercial satellite imagery
[26]—can provide invaluable competitive intelligence, thus enhancing the speed and accuracy of perception.
A ﬁrm’s capability to react to a rival’s action also has an impact
on response delay. Smith et al. [60] show that the type (strategic
versus tactical) and radicality (deviation from industry norms) of
an initiating ﬁrm’s action affect the extent of its rivals’ response
delays. Whereas tactical actions such as price cuts may be easily
imitated, strategic actions such as new product introductions are
difﬁcult to imitate, leading to considerable response delay. Several
studies ﬁnd that competitive actions that require more effort to
execute lead to longer response delays [13,60]. As with perception,
digital systems can help to signiﬁcantly reduce reaction delays.
ERP packages are a classic example of systems that improve
reaction delay because they help coordinate many functions,
including order management, materials planning, warehouse
management, payables, receivables, and general ledger. Other
digital systems that automate manufacturing processes, improve
internal coordination, help with decision support and organizational knowledge management and speed up product design also
signiﬁcantly reduce reaction delay [34,57,72]. In short, there are a
wide variety of digital systems that can enable an organization to
react more nimbly to its competitors.

2.2. Response delays in competitive dynamics
3. Model development
Despite its impact on performance, competitive response delay
has not received much attention in the IS literature; however, it has
been a key issue in the strategy literature. The theories developed
by the strategy literature provide a foundation on which to model
the dynamics of IT business value under competitive response
delays. This literature holds that ﬁrms proﬁt by taking competitive
actions that maximize rivals’ response delays [13] and by
responding quickly to rivals’ actions [60]. The basic premise is
that the longer an initiating ﬁrm can monopolize a market and
enjoy ﬁrst-mover advantages based on a new competitive action,
the greater the beneﬁts [37,48]. Responding to a rival’s action ﬁrst
requires awareness of that action and then the ability to react [14].
If a ﬁrm is not aware of a rival’s action, it cannot respond, and the
response delay will be longer. Likewise, if a ﬁrm does not possess
the capability to react to a rival’s action, it cannot respond until it
develops the capability to do so, and the response delay will be
longer. Thus, we can decompose response delay into two main
components: perception delay and reaction delay.
Chen [14] suggests that awareness is a prerequisite of any
competitive move, and that competitors tend to be highly aware of
rivals’ actions in conditions of high market commonality and
resource similarity. Awareness can be facilitated by scanning, in
which ﬁrms passively or actively view their environments while
they collect environmental data and analyze them for relevant
signals about future threats and opportunities [19]. Examples
include detecting shifting preferences of buyers, changes in supplier
industries, changes in availability of complementary products and
services, and changes in competitor proﬁles. Scanning also enables
early detection of signals about changes in competitors’ capabilities
and impending actions, facilitates analysis of the impact of
competitors’ actions and thus, enables the formulation of appropriate responses [75]. Continuous and real-time scanning of competitive data using digital systems reduces the time taken from a
competitor’s initiation of an action to perception and interpretation
of its effects by the focal ﬁrm, thereby reducing perception delays.
Online business intelligence services that screen, categorize and
display information about strategic activities and emerging
technologies from numerous sources enable organizations to
perceive competitor actions more quickly and accurately [42].
More recent tools for gathering competitive intelligence—such as

Different methodologies have been used to study the dynamic
behavior of competing entities to suit the objectives of their
respective studies [2,4,10,12,22,30,64,70,73]. Our objective is to
represent the impact of IT investments on organizational response
delays and then to link that impact to organizational performance—
speciﬁcally, organizational performance in the presence of continuing countermoves by competitors. The Red Queen theory discussed
earlier provided a basis on which to structure the model, which we
choose to represent using the system dynamics (SD) methodology.
The basis of the method is the recognition that the structure of any
system—the many circular, interlocking, and sometimes timedelayed relationships among its components—is often just as
important in determining its behavior as the individual components
themselves. This is precisely contemplated in our scenario of
competition between two entities in which competitive responses
are not instantaneous and the action-reaction cycle repeats over
time. In the SD model, individual cause–effect relationships are
synthesized into a holistic causal model of the mechanics underlying
a time dependent phenomenon of interest. The method has been
used in a wide variety of application domains [17,51], particularly to
examine how complex systems behave over time. The basic
elements of SD models are feedback, accumulation of ﬂows into
stocks and time delays. These elements can be written as a set of
differential equations, which are then simulated to deduce system
behavior over time [51]. Although individual causal relationships are
relatively easier to understand, studies show that humans have
considerable difﬁculty in deducing the collective effects of multiple
interrelated causal relationships [39]. The value added by an SD
model is that the collective effects of multiple causal relationships
can be deduced computationally through simulation, thereby
improving our understanding of the dynamic phenomenon in
question. Our choice of methodology is therefore motivated by the
observation that, based on the Red Queen paradigm, if one can
formally represent the mechanisms by which perception and
reaction delays affect business outcomes, one can computationally
deduce the business value of the digital systems that reduce those
delays. On the prescriptive front, one can simulate the underlying
mechanics under different business scenarios to help make IT
investments judiciously. On the descriptive front, observed
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competitive outcomes can be explained in terms of underlying
mechanics and established ﬁndings such as the ﬁrst-mover
advantage can be re examined in light of nonzero delays. The basic
constructs and terminology of SD are introduced contemporaneously with the model. The reader can ﬁnd further technical details of
the methodology in the earlier references [51]. In the SD
methodology, a problem or a system (e.g., ecosystem, political
system or mechanical system) is ﬁrst represented as a causal-loop
diagram. A causal-loop diagram is a simple map of a system with all
of its constituent components and their cause-effect interactions. By
capturing interactions and consequently the feedback loops, a causal
loop diagram reveals the structure of a system. By understanding the
structure of a system, it becomes possible to ascertain a system’s
behavior over a certain period. Causal-loop diagrams aid in
visualizing a system’s structure and behavior, and analyzing the
system qualitatively. To perform a more detailed quantitative
analysis, a causal-loop diagram is transformed to a stock and ﬂow
diagram. A stock is the term for any entity that accumulates or
depletes over time. A ﬂow is the rate of change in a stock. A stockand-ﬂow model helps in studying and analyzing the system in a
quantitative way and is built and simulated using computer
software. Due to space limitations, we represent our problem
directly as a stock ﬂow model. The repeated action-reaction cycles
implied in the Red Queen paradigm naturally lead to a complex web
of feedback loops, and the SD methodology is particularly well suited
to representing feedback structure.
We modeled the simplest competitive scenario in which the
market consists of two ﬁrms and customers who choose between
their offerings. To ground our narrative, let us assume that the two
ﬁrms are mobile telephone service providers F (ﬁrm) and C
(competitor). Following the Red Queen paradigm, they perceive
each other’s actions and react to those observations, but both
perception and reaction take time. For instance, if C becomes aware
that F is erecting cell phone towers in a geographic area, then it can
conclude that F is in the process of improving its coverage. C can
then decide to react, but that reaction will involve some delay.
Customers buy services from either F or C depending on the
perceived difference in the attractiveness of their offerings. Thus,
both ﬁrms repeatedly undergo perception-reaction cycles over
time, as conceptualized in the Red Queen paradigm [22]. Fig. 1
represents our SD model of the duopoly described above. In SD
parlance, that ﬁgure is referred to as a Stock Flow Diagram (SFD).
An arrow represents a causal relationship from a cause to an effect
variable and is called a link. Each link has a polarity. A positive
polarity means that cause and effect change in the same direction,
whereas a negative link means that cause and effect change in
opposite directions.
For ease of identiﬁcation in the narrative, model variables are
written in italics. Many different metrics can be used to measure
the business value of an IT investment. Well-established frameworks such as CoBIT, Val IT and ITIL [20,33,69] provide detailed
guidance, based on best practices, on how to develop such metrics
for industry- and organization-speciﬁc contexts. No speciﬁc metric
is endorsed for all cases, but the importance of having a metric is
emphasized. To develop our model, we used market share as the
metric to measure business value, represented by the variable
Fshare. We found this metric attractive, compared to other possible
metrics such as revenue or proﬁt, because it captures in a simple
and parsimonious way the impact of competitive response delays,
which was the focus of our model. Accordingly, we needed a metric
that would capture the series of retaliatory moves by both parties,
and Fshare does that quite well. If one ﬁrm’s actions confer an
advantage relative to the competitor, its market share will
increase, and vice versa. There are two main substructures in
Fig. 1. The substructure to the right of Fshare represents the
mechanics of perception and reaction between the two rivals F and
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C. The substructure to the left of Fshare represents the mechanics of
customers reacting to the competition between F and C via the
perceived difference in the attractiveness of their offerings. Note
that <Adiff> in the left substructure is the same as Adiff in the right
substructure. This variable copy avoids cluttering the diagram with
a long link from one end to the other. We now discuss each
substructure in turn, with links justiﬁed by existing theory or other
appropriate evidence.
In the right substructure, the competition between F and C is
represented at a level of aggregation that keeps the model
parsimonious while capturing the major impacts of perception and
reaction delays. Strategy theory holds that ﬁrms deploy their
capabilities in various conﬁgurations to bring their products and
services to the market place [3,43,48,66]. Capabilities include both
tangible and intangible resources, along with associated processes
and structures that enable the coordination and execution of
organizational activities. In our mobile telephony example, the
capabilities of F and C would include the engineers, managers, sales
representatives, backbone networks, transmission towers, mobile
handsets, and associated business processes. The capabilities of F
and C are represented by the stock variables Fcap and Ccap,
respectively. These capabilities result in their respective market
offerings that, in our example, would consist of mobile telephony
services. These services have multiple dimensions including price,
geographic coverage, call quality, customer service and billing
accuracy. F’s price may be lower but its geographic coverage may
not be as comprehensive as that of C. The marketing literature
establishes that customers holistically evaluate the multiple
dimensions of an offering to form an aggregate assessment of
attractiveness, which then forms the basis for comparison among
different offerings [8,28,29]. Attractiveness is denoted by Fattr and
Cattr for F and C, respectively. The positive link between Fcap to
Fattr follows from the fact that higher capability leads to more
attractive offerings. The relationship is thus monotonically
increasing but with decreasing marginal returns and is wellestablished in the literature [54].
The literature on organizational capabilities suggests that there
are limits to capability development and potential for diminishing
returns. Helfat and Peteraf [31] propose a model of capability life
cycles that begins with a founding stage in which capabilities begin
to form, followed by a development stage in which capability
building occurs, followed by a maturity stage in which capability
building ceases and capabilities reach maturity. Research on
capabilities further suggests that capability development exhibits
a pattern of diminishing marginal returns. For instance, Slotegraaf
et al. [59] show that returns to market deployment of brand equity
and R&D activity monotonically increase but exhibit a pattern of
diminishing marginal returns. Chu and Keh [15] examine the
effects of lagged advertising, marketing promotions and R&D
expenses on brand value and show that these lagged expenses
result in diminishing returns. Fortin and Dholakia [25] show that
there are diminishing returns from the use of the more complex
interactive web-based advertising. Similar behavior has been
observed in studies of other sectors, such as banking [49]. Finally,
Slotegraaf and Dickson [58] suggest that returns from high levels of
capabilities exhibit diminishing marginal returns due to the
potential competency traps associated with such highly developed
capabilities. Thus, based both on the foregoing observations and on
the fact that attractiveness of product offerings reﬂects organizational resources and capabilities, we employed a commonly used
and simple negative exponential based function to represent this
relationship as Fattr = a1 * (1  exp(a2 * Fcap)). A similar expression related Ccap to Cattr. The difference in attractiveness, given by
Adiff = Fattr  Cattr, drives customer-switching behavior, the
mechanics of which are discussed shortly; for now, however, we
continue with the mechanics of the competition between F and C.
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The strategy literature shows that a ﬁrm perceives a competitor
by observing both its capability and its offerings [18,61]. As noted
above, perception involves delay, and digital systems have been
used by organizations to improve the quality of and delay
associated with perception [11,36]. Investment in digital systems
that expedite perception was represented by CDS1 and FDS1 for C
and F, respectively, in Fig. 1. C‘s perception delay was represented
by
PdelayC,
the
functional
form
being
PdelayC = a3 * exp(a4 * CDS1). A similar expression for F’s perception
delay is shown in Table 1. The negative exponential form captured
diminishing returns to scale typically exhibited by investments in
technology [38].
Following conceptual developments in the strategy literature
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, C’s perception of F’s
capability was represented by CpFcap and in line with the
Table 1
Functional forms of model variables with annotations.
Eq. No

Functional relationships

1

Fattr = a1 * (1  ea2*Fcap), Cattr = a1 * (1  ea2*Ccap)
Experiment Value: a1 = a2 = 1
Fattr(Cattr) increases monotonically with Fcap(Ccap), but at a
decreasing rate, due to well established phenomenon of
diminishing returns to scale

2

Adiff = Fattr  Cattr
Difference in attractiveness of the offerings of ﬁrms F and C

3

PdelayC = a3 * ea4*CDS1, PdelayF = a3 * ea4*FDS1
Perception delay of C(F) decreases monotonically with
increasing investment in digital systems for perception
CDS1(FDS1). The negative exponential captures decreasing
returns to scale that is characteristic of technology investments.
Experiment value: a4 = 1, a3 = 20 periods

4

CpFcap = Delay (a5*Fcap + (1  a5) * Fattr, PdelayC) + PerrorC
C’s perception of F is a weighted average of F’s capability and F’s
attractiveness after some delay. The weights are a5 and (1  a5).
The amount of delay is PdelayC. Additionally, perception is not
perfect and is subject to error. This is captured by the error term
PerrorC.
FpCcap = Delay (a5*Ccap + (1  a5)*Cattr, PdelayF) + PerrorF
F’s perception of C. Same logic as that for CpFcap
PerrorC, PerrorF = RANDOM UNIFORM [a6, +a6]
Perception error by C(F). Drawn from a uniform random
distribution.
a6 = a7 * eCDS1; a6 = a7 * eFDS1;
A higher investment in digital systems by either C or F not only
reduces perception delay but also reduces perception error.
Thus the range of the uniform random function [a6, +a6]
shrinks. This reduction in range is captured by the negative
exponential function.
Experiment value: a7 = 1

5

IF (FShare > 0.5 OR Trend(Fshare) > 0) THEN max(0, CpFcapCcap) ELSE 0
If C has a lower market share than F, or if F is gaining in market
share, then C responds by increasing its own capabilities.
IF (FShare < 0.5 OR Trend(Fshare) < 0) THEN max(0, FpFcapFcap) ELSE 0
If F has a lower market share than C, or if C is gaining in market
share, then F responds by increasing its own capabilities.

6

RdelayC = a3 * ea4*CDS2, RdelayF = a3 * ea4*FDS2
Reaction delay of C(R). Same reasoning for functional form as in
Eq. (3) for perception delay

7

DelCcap = Delay(DesiredDelCcap, RdelayC)
DelFcap = Delay(DesiredDelFcap, RdelayF)
Increment in capability of C(orF) occurs only after a reaction
delay. Magnitude of delay is given by RdelayC (RdelayF)

8

AdiffSensi = a8 * Tanh(a9 * Adiff)
S-shaped function that captures customers’ sensitivity to
difference in attractiveness of F and C. Experiment value: a8 = 1,
a9 = 5.

9

Fshare = Fcust/(Fcust + Ccust)

foregoing discussion, had inbound links from Fcap, Fattr and
PdelayC. The functional form was given by CpFcap = Delay(a5 * Fcap + (1  a5) * Fattr, PdelayC) + PerrorC, where PerrorC = RANDOM
UNIFORM [a6, +a6]. Following our earlier observation that
perceptions of capability result from observing the competitor’s
capability and offerings, the input to the delay function was the
weighted average a5 * Fcap + (1  a5) * Fattr. This input was
delayed by PdelayC to yield the perceived capability CpFcap. An
error term, PerrorC, was later added because, as noted earlier,
perception was also imperfect. PerrorC was assumed to be
uniformly distributed between an upper and lower limit, with
the range depending on the level of investment in digital systems
for perception, the functional form being a6 = a7 * eCDS1 to
represent diminishing returns to scale. With additional investment
in digital systems to improve perception, not only does the
perception process become faster but also it becomes less
susceptible to error. Thus, the range of the uniform distribution
representing error in perceptions shrinks as CDS1 increases. There
was a similar link structure leading into FpCcap (F’s perception of
C’s capability). The double hash mark on selected links indicates a
delayed cause–effect relationship.
In our model, C perceived F’s capability, CpFcap, and its own
position relative to F in market share (1  Fshare). Its reaction was
to want to increase its own capability by a certain amount given by
DesiredDelCcap, the functional form being given by DesiredDelCcap = IF (FShare > 0.5 OR Trend(Fshare) > 0) THEN max(0,CpFcap  Ccap) ELSE 0. This expression caused C to react if either
its market share was less than that of F (Fshare > 0.5) or if F was
gaining on C (Trend(Fshare) > 0). The magnitude of the desired
increase is the difference between C’s perception of F’s capability
and its own. A similar equation speciﬁed the logic of F’s reaction
and can be found in Table 1. DesiredDelCcap results in actual
change in C’s capability, DelCcap, but only after a delay, RdelayC,
because a ﬁrm cannot react instantaneously. For instance, when
MCI introduced its Friends and Family program sometime
around1990, it took some time for AT&T to reengineer its billing
routines and business process to respond to this move, and MCI
drew customers away from AT&T in the interim. As with
perception, digital systems are commonly used by organizations
to reduce reaction delay [74]. For instance, organizations often
implement ERP systems to improve business process integration
and their ability to respond more nimbly to changing business
environments. Research indicates that these implementations take
substantial amounts of time depending on a variety of factors [56].
A more extensive example of investing in IT to achieve operational
agility can be found in a case study of the Haier company [32].
Investment in digital systems for reduction in reaction delays was
represented by CDS2 for C andFDS2 for F. Based on the same logic
presented earlier for PdelayC, the reaction delay for C was given
RdelayC = a3 * eCDS2. Actual increase in C’s capability was therefore given by DelCcap = Delay(DesiredDelCcap, RdelayC). A similar
set of equations governed F’s reactions, as shown in Table 1.
Now that individual links in the right substructure of Fig. 1 have
been presented and justiﬁed, we can identify the macro causal
mechanisms resulting from the synthesis of individual links.
Consider the feedback loop: Fcap !+ CpFcap !+ DesiredDelCcap !
+
DelCcap !+ Ccap !+ FpCcap !+ DesiredDelFcap !+ DelFcap !+ FFcap. Multiplication of the link polarities (shown alongside each arrow)
results in a positive polarity, indicating that this is a positive feedback
loop. The physical interpretation of this loop is one of escalation where, if
F increases its capability, C’s perception of F’s capability will increase,
leading to C increasing its own capabilities. This move will cause F’s
perception of C’s capability to increase, leading F to further increase its
capability because of the responses made by C. This type of escalation is
seen in the FedEx vs. UPS example presented earlier. Now consider the
feedback loop: Fcap !+ Fattr !+ Adiff !+ AdiffSensi ! Fcustout !
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Fig. 1. Impact of perception and reaction delays on competitive outcome: stock ﬂow diagram.


Fcust !+ Fshare ! DesiredDelFcap !+ DelFcap !+ Fcap. Multiplying the individual link polarities results in a negative polarity, showing
that this is a negative feedback loop. This loop indicates that in the
absence of a reaction from C, an increase in Fcap results in an increase in
the attractiveness of its offering Fattr, which in turn leads to fewer
customers leaving (Fcustout), leading to an increase in its market share
Fshare. This in turn reduces the need for F to increase its capability, which
throttles back the original increase in Fcap. Of course, the two loops
interact both with each other and with others shown in Fig. 1. The
collective impact of these feedback loops produces the competitive
dynamics between F and C.
The substructure in Fig. 1 lying to the left of Fshare represents
the mechanics of customers switching between F and C based on
the difference in attractiveness of offerings, Adiff = Fattr  Cattr.
AdiffSensi was the proportional change in the rate at which C’s
customers switch over to F as a function of Adiff for positive values
of Adiff. For negative values of Adiff, AdiffSensi regulates customer
switching from F to C. The greater the difference in attractiveness
between F and C, the higher the rate at which customers switch
from one to the other. However, there is also a saturation effect in
that defection of customers between F and C plateaus out for large
values of Adiff [25,46]. Thus the graph of the customer switching
rate Adiffsensi, as a function of the difference in attractiveness Adiff,
exhibits an S-shape that goes through the origin (0,0). We used the
functional form AdiffSensi = a8 * Tanh(a9 * Adiff) because the hyperbolic tangent function is a compact and common way of
capturing such an S-shaped behavior. AdiffSensi had links to
Ccustout and Fcustout, controlling the ﬂow of customers switching
away from C or to F. F’s market share was computed as
Fshare = Fcust/(Fcust + Ccust).
The overall causal structure of Fig. 1 reﬂects the wellestablished perceive-react paradigm of competition referenced
earlier and explicitly represents the impact of nonzero delays in
perception and reaction. CDS1, FDS1, CDS2, FDS2, represented
investments in IT that help reduce perception and reaction delays.
The causal model of Fig. 1 links these investments to the transient

behavior and equilibrium values for Fshare, thus providing a
measure of the business value resulting from these investments
and revealing the mechanics by which this value creation occurs.
4. Experimental results
The stock-ﬂow model shown in Fig. 1, populated with the
functional forms discussed in the preceding section, was implemented using Vensim1 SD software [71]. The aim of these
experiments is to determine not only the equilibrium and transient
behavior of Fshare but also the underlying mechanics causing
them. The experiments also illustrate our approach to quantifying
the business value of digital systems used for competitive
responsiveness and making a business case for them. We also
draw managerial implications about the business value of IT that
ﬁrms can expect to realize under competitive conditions.
4.1. Baseline parameters and initial values
The values of key variables were normalized to lie between zero
and one, with each anchor point having an appropriate interpretation. Normalization facilitated a comparison of policy outcomes
and enabled us to see general patterns of behavior that are not
inﬂuenced by absolute values associated with speciﬁc circumstances. Provided the end points of the normalization have clear
interpretations, the simulation results generated by the normalized values can also be given a clear physical interpretation. Thus
Fcust = 1 means that F has all the customers in the market. Ccap = 1
represents an ideal best conﬁguration of capabilities for C whereas
Ccap = 0 represents an absence of capabilities. A conceptual
continuum of capability was assumed between these two anchor
points. Thus, in our experiments, both competing ﬁrms could, in
principle, reach the same ideal best capability given a sufﬁciently
long time period. Of course, at any one point in time, they may have
vastly different capabilities. Similarly, Fattr and Cattr range
between 0 and 1. They represent anchor points on a conceptual
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continuum of attractiveness, with 1 representing an ideal point. The
concept of ‘ideal points’ in the evaluation of products by customers is
well established in the marketing literature [23]. CDS1, CDS2, FDS1
and FDS2, likewise, range between 0 and 1, with 1 representing the
highest investment that could reasonably be contemplated by either
competitor. As a consequence of normalizing key variables to lie
between zero and one, many of the coefﬁcients of the functional
relationships between cause and effect also must be set to one. These
values are shown in Table 1. Because many digital systems
simultaneously help reduce perception and reaction delays,3 for
simplicity we set CDS1 = CDS2 and FDS1 = FDS2 in the simulation
runs, and represented them by CDS and FDS.
F and C were set to be identical in their initial capabilities and
each had the same initial number of customers. Customers were
assumed moderately sensitive to differences in attractiveness of
the competing offerings. Although competing ﬁrms often do not
start out as identical, we deliberately made them identical in the
experiments. Otherwise, when there were changes in transient
behavior or equilibrium outcomes, it would have been difﬁcult to
isolate the impact of initial conditions from that of perception/
reaction delays, compromising the objective of our study. Thus the
initial values are Fcust = 0.5, Fcap = Ccap = 0.2, CDS = FDS = 0.1,
AdiffSensi = 0.5. If the baseline scenario persists and neither
participant makes a move, equilibrium holds and F and C each
continue to enjoy a 50% market share indeﬁnitely.
4.2. Dynamic behavior of competitive outcome
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, F makes a ﬁrst move by
introducing a step increase in its capability at T = 10. The dynamic
behavior of competitive outcomes, represented by Fshare, is then
examined for different combinations of investment in IT by the two
competitors.
Case#1-Baseline(CDS = Low, FDS = Low): Here, both C and F
have low levels of investment in digital systems for perception and
reaction (CDS = FDS = 0.1). Fig. 2 shows the resulting behavior of
Fshare and that of Fcap, Ccap, FpCcap and CpFcap (F’s capability, C’s
capability, F’s perception of C’s capability and C’s perception of F’s
capability, respectively).
Fig. 2 shows the short-lived nature of the ﬁrst-mover
advantage, not unlike the FedEx-UPS rivalry. Fshare (Line#1) starts
at 0.5, the equilibrium condition, and increases rapidly when F
increases Fcap at T = 10 (Line#4). This is because F has suddenly
increased its capability, resulting in its offering being more
attractive than that of C and more customers switching over to
F. C’s perception of F’s change in capability is neither instantaneous
nor perfect—notice the random variations in CpFcap (Line#3) and
that it starts to rise only several periods after T = 10. The increase in
Fshare causes C, following Eq. (5) in Table 1, to respond by
increasing its own capability. However, reaction takes time,
resulting in Ccap (Line#2) increasing several periods after T = 10.
During this ‘catch up’ period, F continues to win at the expense of C,
as seen in the increase in Fshare until about T = 24. Interestingly,
although ﬁrst-mover F has won thus far, its winnings do not last.
After T = 24, Fshare begins to drop, indicating that C has not only
stemmed the gains of the ﬁrst mover but also is actually regaining
some of its lost ground. This follows from the second feedback loop
identiﬁed in Section 3, which causes C to react to F. In fact, at
around T = 38 Fshare dips below 0.5, indicating that C has beaten
ﬁrst-mover F in market share. C continues to beat F in market share
until about T = 44, at which time F starts to recover. This time, F is
3
For instance, a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system can alert F to
actions by competitor C via the feedback or complaints received from customers.
The customer behavior and preference data collected by the same CRM may also
simultaneously enable F to react to C’s moves.
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Fig. 2. Dynamics – low DS investment levels.

playing catch-up, in part due to its own perception and reaction
delays. In equilibrium, Fshare goes back to approximately 0.5
because over the long run, F and C catch up with one another. Thus,
in this scenario, ﬁrst-mover F’s gain in market share was
temporary, but it did come out ahead of C in total gains over
the duration of the game. This follows from the observation that
the area of the Fshare curve above the Fshare = 0.5 reference line is
greater than the area below. Note also that the business value of
the capability increase was realized completely during the
transient phase. This important insight is revealed because the
SD methodology explicitly focused on modeling the delay and
transient behavior.
This ‘overshoot’ and ‘undershoot’ in Fshare is primarily a
consequence of perception and reaction delays. It is well known
that delays generate oscillatory behavior in physical and social
systems [51]. C responds by aiming to match F’s increased
capability, but because of C’s perception delay it continues to
increase capability even after F has stopped increasing its
capability. Moreover, Ccap continues to increase for a short time
because planned increases take time to manifest, due to reaction
delays. By overshooting, Ccap becomes greater than Fcap, which
enables C to recapture some lost ground. When C becomes more
capable than F, F responds using the same type of mechanics,
which explains the rise back to Fshare = 0.5 from T = 44 onwards.
Case#2 (CDS = Medium, FDS = Medium). In Case#2, both C and
F have medium levels of investment in digital systems
(CDS = FDS = 0.5). The resulting behavior of Fshare, seen in Fig. 3,
is similar to that in Fig. 2 because the same mechanics are at work.
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Fig. 4. Dynamics – high DS investment levels.

Fig. 5. Dynamics – C_High, F_Low DS investment.

Perception and reaction delays can again be seen in the temporal
behavior of Fcap, Ccap, FpCcap because F and C perceive and react to
one another. However, in this scenario, F maintains its gain in
Fshare over the long term, as seen by the equilibrium value of
Fshare (Line#1) being greater than 0.5. The reason is that C, despite
reacting faster than in Case#1, is unable to win back customers
who switched over to F during the ﬁrst move because F is now also
reacting faster than it did in Case#1(CDS and FDS are both = 0.5).
This behavior suggests that a threshold effect is at work in that
ﬁrst-mover advantage could be sustained if the investment in
digital systems by this mover exceeds a particular threshold.
Case #3:(CDS = High, FDS = High). Here, both F and C have high
levels of investment in digital systems (CDS = FDS = 0.9). Fig. 4
shows the resulting behavior of Fshare. Although the transient
patterns of variables in Figs. 2 and 4 are similar, the differences in
magnitude are signiﬁcant and can be related back to investment in
digital systems and the resulting impact on delays. First, the
equilibrium value of Fshare in Fig. 4 is greater than 0.5, meaning
that the ﬁrst mover sustains superiority in market share over the
long run under conditions of high investment in digital systems,
whereas it did not under low investment levels. Additionally, the
peaks and troughs of the transient portion of Fshare are smaller in
Fig. 4 compared to Fig. 2. This difference can again be understood
from the transient patterns of Fcap, Ccap, FpCcap, and CpFcap in the
two ﬁgures. When investment in digital systems is high, both F and
C have low perception and reaction delays. Thus, they chase each
other more rapidly, as seen by the greater number of capability

building cycles in Fig. 4. Neither side can get too far ahead before
the other catches up. The reason that F ends up with a long-run
advantage is that by the time both competitors reach the ideal best
capability of one, F has won more customers away from C than it
has lost back to C during the tit-for-tat moves. Once both
competitors have reached the ideal best capability, then further
improvements in capability do not occur for either party. This
stagnation in capability at the ideal best level is an artifact of our
model, of course, and its proper interpretation in real-life
situations is discussed in the concluding section.
Case#4: (CDS = High, FDS = Low). Here, we used asymmetric
levels of investments in digital systems by F and C to examine if C can
overcome the ﬁrst-mover advantage of F over the long run simply by
being more agile than F. Notice in Fig. 5 that the steady-state value of
Fshare is less than 0.5, implying that C has indeed been able to beat
ﬁrst-mover F over the long run by being substantially faster in both
perception and reaction. Thus, the ﬁrst-mover advantage of F not
only was temporary, reﬂected by Fshare being greater than 0.5 from
T = 10 to about T = 28, but also F was not even able to recover back to
its initial market share of 0.5. The transient patterns of Fcap and Ccap
in Fig. 5 reveal that C was quick to respond to F’s ﬁrst move but that F
took a much longer time to counter. When it did, C was able to again
perceive and react more quickly. By the time both competitors
achieved the ideal best capability of one, C had won back all of the
customers that F had drained away with its ﬁrst move. Additionally,
C continued to take customers away from F and F reached its
capability limit before it could recapture that loss. Thus, F’s long-run
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The Effect of FDS and CDS on Fshare at Low Customer Sensitivity
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Fig. 7. Effect of FDS and CDS on Fshare – low customer sensitivity.

outcomes, for example, Fshare, resulting from IT investments.
We draw this conclusion because although the model simulates
the long-term (T = 104) consequence of a ﬁrst move by F, in reality,
the interaction among ﬁrms is a sequence of such games, and one
game may ‘start’ before the previous one has reached steady state.
Thus, an analysis of business value of an IT investment may need to
focus primarily on transient behavior in highly competitive
environments.

market share is less than 0.5, despite being the ﬁrst mover.
Therefore, Case#5 indicates that there may be some merit to being a
very agile follower rather than a ﬁrst, but slow, mover.
Fig. 6 compares the dynamic behavior of Fshare under different
combinations of investment in digital systems. It reveals patterns
in both the steady-state value of Fshare and its transient behavior.
The results show that a competitor may, in the long run, be able to
stop or reverse the gains of a ﬁrst mover by investing more in
digital systems to reduce its perception and reaction delays
relative to the ﬁrst mover. We can also see that the magnitude of
transient gains or losses in market share experienced by the
competitors increases with delay. In other words, higher investment in digital systems can enable C to limit the extent of
temporary gain achieved by the ﬁrst mover.
In many studies of IT value, the emphasis is on equilibrium or
long-term outcomes. Our experiments show that it is just as
important to understand the transient behavior of business

4.3. Analysis of equilibrium outcomes
We also examined the sensitivity of long-run equilibrium
values of Fshare to different levels of investments in digital systems
and customer sensitivity, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. FDS, CDS and
AdiffSensi range from 0.1 to 1.0 in increments of 0.1. For ease of
presentation, we created two categories of AdiffSensi: low [0.1–0.5]
and high [0.6–1.0]. In the former category, customers were less
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sensitive to differences in attractiveness of offerings by F and C,
while in the latter they were much more sensitive.
Fig. 7 shows that, for low values of customer sensitivity, Fshare
increases with FDS and this pattern is consistent for each level of
CDS. Conversely, Fshare declines as CDS increases, and this pattern
is consistent for each level of FDS. F retains a ﬁrst-mover advantage
(i.e., Fshare > 0.5) when FDS is 0.3 or above, regardless of the level
of CDS. However, Fshare drops below 50% when FDS  0.2 and
CDS  0.7. There is diminishing return for CDS, as seen by the
ﬂattening of the slope of Fshare when CDS  approximately 0.5.
There are also diminishing returns for FDS, as seen by the
narrowing of the Fshare curves between successive values of FDS.
Fig. 8 shows that for high values of customer sensitivity, the
general shapes of the Fshare curves are similar to those in Fig. 7.
However, diminishing returns appears to set in at lower values of
CDS and FDS in Fig. 8 compared to Fig. 7. F retains its market share
above 50% when FDS  0.5 regardless of the level of CDS. However,
Fshare drops below 50% when FDS  0.5 and CDS  0.4. These
results suggest that for high customer sensitivity, F requires higher
levels of investment in digital systems to retain its ﬁrst-mover
advantage.
5. Conclusions and managerial implications
The relationship between IT investment and business value is a
complex and multifaceted one and as summarized early in this
paper, there is a substantial body of literature on the issue. This
study contributes to that literature by focusing on one important
aspect of the relationship—that the realization of business value
from an IT investment usually occurs in an environment in which
competitors perceive and respond to each other’s actions and these
responses involve delays. Thus, we conceptualize the realization of
IT business value as a dynamic phenomenon subject to competitive
responses and explicitly model it as such based on the observerespond Red Queen paradigm. Speciﬁcally, when a ﬁrm invests in
digital systems, the business value of that system will not be
accrued instantaneously, but over time, and competitors will not
sit still during that time. The strength of our approach is that we
modeled the mechanics of this competition, and in particular the
response delays, in a much more realistic manner based on existing
theories and empirical evidence in the literature. The mechanics of
playing catch-up are built into the model. Thus, we can reveal both
transient and steady-state patterns of behavior in the business
value generated by these digital systems. The current literature on
IT business value is predominantly focused on equilibrium or
steady-state outcomes. Although this is important, our experiments show that the transient patterns of business outcomes are
also signiﬁcant enough to deserve attention in understanding and
assessing the value realized. This understanding and assessment of
the dynamics of value need to be integrated with other aspects in
conducting a holistic assessment of the value of any speciﬁc IT
investment, as noted at the beginning of this section.
The Red Queen theory from the strategy literature provided the
basic mechanics of competition that formed the foundation of our
SD model. We explicitly incorporated response delay into the
model and distinguished between its two components—perception
and reaction delays. By doing so, we show the effects of digital
systems on the speed of a rival’s response and the resulting impact
on business performance. In keeping with the Red Queen theory,
our model incorporated a ﬁrm’s performance decline (Fshare) due
to its competitor’s actions as a motivator of response. In practice,
ﬁrms are often compelled to act not only when they realize a
decline in performance but also when they see a rival take action.
Thus, we added perception of rival’s actions as a further response
motivator. Because the Red Queen competitive process often
occurs over a long period, we also examined the longer-term
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effects of rivalry [22] and thus deduced the long-term business
value contributed by the digital systems. By explicitly recognizing
that perception and reaction are not instantaneous events, we
were able to examine transient patterns in the realization of IT
value in addition to steady-state values compared to the current
literature on IT business value, which largely speaks only to
steady-state gains.
Our results indicate that investments in digital systems have a
positive effect on market share for both the ﬁrst mover and the
competitor. Furthermore, a ﬁrst mover retains its advantage over
the long run provided its investment in digital systems remains
above a certain threshold, regardless of the competitor’s level of
investment in digital systems. However, under the condition of low
customer sensitivity, that threshold is also low. Below this
threshold, the competitor may dethrone the ﬁrst mover over the
long run provided its investment in digital systems is signiﬁcantly
higher than that of the ﬁrst mover. In contrast, under the condition
of high customer sensitivity, this threshold is substantially higher.
Below this threshold, the competitor may dethrone the ﬁrst mover
over the long run provided its investment is close to that of the ﬁrst
mover. Furthermore, both the ﬁrst mover and competitor
experience diminishing returns from their investments in digital
systems, particularly when customer sensitivity is high.
In addition to steady state outcome, our experiments show that
transient behavior of the ﬁrst mover’s market share is signiﬁcant in
determining the business value of IT investments. In fact, in hypercompetitive environments, one may not achieve a steady state, or
the steady state may be very short-lived, in which case the value
generated is during the transient phase; current value models do
not give us that information. A major beneﬁt of our model is that it
could help assess both the magnitude and the timing of business
value arising from investments in digital systems. In competitive
environments, in which business outcomes are dynamic, it is
helpful to understand the realization of business value from digital
systems as a function of time. The results indicate that the
dynamics of value realization from digital systems is much more
volatile in markets where customers are highly sensitive to
differences in the relative attractiveness of competitor offerings.
We offer several managerial implications from our research.
Most managers emphasize establishing a sustainable competitive
advantage and readily recognize the substantial beneﬁts of moving
ﬁrst with competitive actions relative to rivals. However, these
same managers often overlook that maintaining a sustained
competitive advantage is very difﬁcult in today’s hyper-competitive environments and that ﬁrst-mover advantages are frequently
transient. In doing so, they tend to rely on past competitive actions
and advantages instead of continuously investing in and moving on
to the next set of competitive actions and advantages. Our
experimental results conﬁrm that managers should be more
conscious of the transient nature of advantages arising from
implementing digital systems before rivals and should attempt to
continuously invest and develop a repertoire of capabilities in digital
systems to stay ahead of rivals. Similarly, many managers often
assume that ﬁrst-mover advantages are instantaneous and
minimize the substantial beneﬁts of responding quickly to a ﬁrst
mover’s competitive action. This perspective coincides with our
earlier point on the managerial emphasis of establishing a
sustainable competitive advantage by being the ﬁrst mover.
Consequently, managers may abandon imitating the ﬁrst mover’s
competitive action and consider moving on to another competitive
action. Our experimental results suggest that perception and
reaction delays can be reduced and managers can compete with and
even overtake the ﬁrst mover by developing similar or better
capabilities in digital systems over time. As McGrath [44] recently
noted, ‘‘Sustainable competitive advantage is now the exception, not
the rule. Transient advantage is the new normal.’’ In the competitive
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dynamics of digital systems, we concur and submit that managers
should accept this ‘‘new normal’’ of transient advantage.
Early in this paper, we noted the availability of best practices
frameworks, such as ITIL Val IT and COBIT, that outline systematic
ways of examining the multiple facets of IT business value in
speciﬁc instances. Our ﬁndings on the dynamics of IT business
value can be assimilated into those frameworks at several levels.
For instance, Val IT has general guiding principles and more
speciﬁc processes as part of its governance framework. One
example of a guiding principle is that ‘IT enabled investments are
managed through their full economic life cycle’. Clearly, this
guiding principle recognizes that IT business value is not a static
phenomenon, but instead is realized over time. Otherwise, there
would be no need to manage it over its life cycle. Our ﬁndings
about the transient nature of ﬁrst-mover advantage, or the
potential advantage of being an agile follower rather than an
innovator, are directly relevant to applying this guiding principle.
Another guiding principle is ‘Value delivery practices recognize
that there are different categories of investments that will be
evaluated and managed differently’. In other words, all IT
investment opportunities are not created equal and must be
evaluated differently. Our work highlights the contribution of IT to
organizational agility and offers a way to quantify and evaluate
that beneﬁt, and thus can inform this guiding principle. When one
drops down to processes, Val-IT has several areas for which our
ﬁndings would be informative. For instance, one of the processes
identiﬁed under portfolio management is to ‘evaluate and select
projects to fund’. Our ﬁndings can directly inform such a process.
Other frameworks such as COBIT and ITIL also describe principles,
processes, tasks and checklists with the aim of delivering value
from IT investments. Although speciﬁcs vary, there is a fair degree
of conceptual commonality across these different frameworks and
our work can inform the other frameworks in a manner similar to
that outlined for Val-IT.
In closing, it is worth observing that the importance of
organizational agility, coupled with our ubiquitous dependence
on IT, has initiated an examination of agile IT infrastructures in the
IS literature [63]. In other words, the literature examines what
structures of software, hardware and networking building blocks
allow organizations to adapt their IT infrastructure speedily to
respond quickly to changes in the competitive environment. As
with all models, ours has its simpliﬁcations that suggest directions
for extensions. Our model assumes homogeneity in customer
preferences when in reality, all customers do not have the same
preference patterns for quality. This means that coefﬁcients a8 and
a9 shown in Table 1 need to be changed from constants to
probability distributions. Additionally, we could obtain a more
reﬁned understanding of competitive dynamics by progressive
disaggregation of the attractiveness construct. A ﬁrst step would be
to decompose attractiveness into price and quality. This would
allow the model to capture differential reactions to the two
dimensions. For example, it could allow a competitor to react
immediately to a price move by a rival, but experience a longer
delay when reacting to a quality improvement. The modeling of
delay can also be customized for speciﬁc circumstances. For
instance, if the competitive setting is such that when an action is
taken, the rival perceives the action gradually, one can use thirdorder delay functions (in reality, this is the most common
occurrence). Conversely, in certain environments, although actions
are perceived after some delay, they are perceived all at once
instead of gradually. In this situation, one would use inﬁnite order
delay functions. One could also conduct additional experiments to
explore competitive outcomes under asymmetric initial conditions. In general, the causal model and its implementation using
the SD methodology provides a conceptual and computational
platform on which to explore competitive dynamics and the

impact of digital systems on this phenomenon, thereby providing
another framework for assessing the business value of IT
investments.
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